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Good afternoon, everyone! I’m Commissioner Rebecca Kelly Slaughter from the Federal 

Trade Commission. It’s my pleasure to be able to address you all at the start of the NTIA’s 

listening sessions on privacy and civil rights. I’d like to thank Assistant Attorney General Kristin 

Clarke for her remarks; the country is so fortunate to have her leading on civil rights and 

economic justice issues at the Department of Justice.  

 

Thanks as well to everyone at the NTIA that put this event together. Addressing the 

systemic harms of the data economy, especially those related to civil rights, is going to require 

coordination across agencies and sustained public participation. I’m excited to hear from the 

scholars and advocates speaking over the next few days. Your work is integral to advancing 

policymakers’ understanding of these issues and your persistent advocacy helps ensure that we 

take bold action on advancing the cause of fairness, civil rights, and justice in every corner of our 

economy.  

 

I am particularly excited that the organizers of this listening session have recognized 

from the outset that unfair or invasive data practices—like digital redlining, over-surveillance, 

and other harms to historically marginalized groups—extend beyond a limited understanding of 

“privacy” violations. These harms, which I think of as data abuses, often stem from the 

indiscriminate collection of personal data in order to fuel pervasive commercial surveillance in 

our economy. The framing of these listening sessions has it right. And I think is reflective of an 

evolution in how the government is approaching data and technology issues across agencies. I 

can’t emphasize enough how glad I am to see us all talking about these issues this way.  

 

The Department of Commerce and the White House have recently announced some 

artificial intelligence initiatives in an effort to guide the safe use of these tools in the economy. 

We’re seeing the application of this technology in healthcare, criminal justice, employment, 

credit, and housing—all sectors where historically marginalized communities have been shut out 

of full and equal access to opportunities and services. Some of the application of these 

technologies holds promise; it can help distribute opportunities more broadly, resources more 

efficiently, and benefits more effectively. But technological tools are not necessarily free of the 
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weaknesses that plague their human designers, and they can be used to perpetuate and exacerbate 

discrimination and injustice.  

 

Agencies across the government need to take action to address these issues within their 

spheres of competence. I’d like to unpack some of my thinking about the harms of algorithmic 

decision-making and artificial intelligence that exist at the intersection of privacy and civil rights, 

talk about the tools and legal authorities we have at the Federal Trade Commission to address 

these harms, and how FTC rulemaking play a role.2  

 

I’ve been thinking about algorithmic harms in a few different ways. Poorly designed 

algorithms facilitate discriminatory harms through faulty inputs, faulty conclusions, and a failure 

to audit or test those algorithms for discriminatory outputs. But not all harms stem from design; 

algorithms can also facilitate proxy discrimination, enable surveillance capitalism, and inhibit 

competition in markets. Failure to closely scrutinize the impact of data-driven decision-making 

tools can drive discriminatory outcomes.  

 

Figuring out how to map the FTC’s authority onto these new technologies in order to 

effectively and proactively address these harms is a challenge. But, fortunately, we have at our 

disposal our general authority under the FTC Act; sector-specific rules and statutes, such as the 

Fair Credit Reporting Act and the Equal Credit Opportunity Act; and our section 18 rulemaking 

authority. 

 

Most of the enforcement activity conducted by the FTC is brought under the general 

authority provided to the Commission by section 5 of the FTC Act, which prohibits unfair or 

deceptive acts or practices. The Act is more than a century old, and since its passage, the agency 

has been able to apply the statute’s general language to meet new enforcement challenges. That 

same approach urgently needs to be applied to the harms generated by the data-driven economy. 

 

We have our section 5 deception authority which can be used in connection with 

algorithmic harms where the marketers of certain products or services represent that they can use 

marching learning technology in unsubstantiated ways. I believe the FTC has an opportunity here 

to call out algorithmic snake-oil, especially in areas like facial or affect recognition where it’s 

likely these products just cannot deliver on their promises and create huge society-wide harm 

when their hype is taken at face value.  

 

We can also use our unfairness authority to target algorithmic injustice. The unfairness 

prong of the FTC Act prohibits conduct that causes or is likely to cause substantial injury to 

consumers, where that injury is not reasonably avoidable by consumers and not outweighed by 

countervailing benefits to consumers or to competition. I believe discriminatory harms fall neatly 

within our unfairness authority. Surreptitious location tracking could give rise to this kind of 

claim. Or we could use unfairness where an algorithm is used to exclude a consumer from a 

benefit or an opportunity based on her actual or perceived status in a protected class. Our 

unfairness authority goes beyond traditional civil rights claims as well. It gives us the 

opportunity to examine practices like facial recognition and other kinds of increasingly 

unavoidable biometric data collection which may lead to discriminatory outcomes.  

 
2 See Rebecca Kelly Slaughter, Algorithms and Economic Justice, 23 YALE J. L. & TECH. 1, 11-14 (2021). 
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I also believe we should also look towards more creative enforcement of our FCRA and 

ECOA authority. For example, ECOA prohibits credit discrimination on the basis of race, color, 

religion, national origin, sex, marital status, age, or because you get public assistance. Everyone 

who participates in the decision to grant credit or in setting the terms of that credit, including real 

estate brokers who arrange financing, must comply with the ECOA. If lenders are using proxies 

to determine groups of consumers to target for high interest credit and such proxies overlap with 

protected classes, the FTC should investigate and, if appropriate, pursue ECOA violations.  

 

A bolder approach that I would like to see the FTC take is to incentivize creditors to 

make use of the ECOA exception that permits the collection of demographic information to test 

their algorithmic outcomes. ECOA permits and the FTC should encourage non-mortgage 

creditors to collect demographic data on most borrowers and use it to reduce disparities and train 

AI and other algorithmic systems to reduce disparities. Vanishingly few creditors take advantage 

of this exception, thinking it’s just much easier to never ask about race or gender. But this kind 

of self-testing has to be part of any effort at ensuring that algorithms do not create discriminatory 

outcomes.  

 

Finally, I believe it is past time for the FTC to begin a section 18 rulemaking process on 

data abuses; among other benefits, this process can have a clarifying effect for the Congressional 

debate. Participating in the rulemaking process means businesses, advocates, consumers, 

workers, researchers, and other interested parties will all have the opportunity to make their 

opinions known, out in the open, and with specificity in the public record. An open record can 

provide substantiation of the types of consumer protection and competition harms people are 

experiencing in digital markets, and it can illuminate how we can act decisively to stamp out 

these abuses. 

 

If and when the FTC opens that rulemaking record, I hope we’ll see the kind of broad 

participation from the experts we’re about to hear from at the NTIA about how we can best 

address these harms. The era of deploy and hope for the best, or “move fast and break things,” 

has to be over. We’re living with the consequences of an unregulated tech sector. I hope the next 

generation of technology is deployed with a critical eye toward its potential harmful effects so 

we can all reap the benefits of advanced algorithmic decision-making together.  

 

Thank you all for you time. 

 




